Enzyme-like proteins from an unselected library of designed amino acid sequences.
Combinatorial libraries of de novo amino acid sequences can provide a rich source of diversity for the discovery of novel proteins with interesting and important activities. However, since arbitrary sequences rarely fold into well ordered protein-like structures, randomly generated libraries will yield functional proteins only very rarely. To enhance the likelihood of finding functional de novo proteins, we use binary patterning of polar and non-polar amino acids to design focused libraries of sequences that are predisposed to fold into ordered structures. Proteins isolated from binary patterned libraries have been shown previously to fold into well ordered and native-like three-dimensional structures. To probe the potential of such libraries to also yield proteins with enzyme-like activity, we measured the esterase activity of S-824, a de novo binary patterned protein whose alpha-helical three-dimensional structure was reported recently. Protein S-824 displayed a rate enhancement (k(cat)/k(uncat)) of 8700. The observed activity is similar to, or better than, that observed for several esterases designed previously using rational design or automated computational methods. Moreover, the observed activity rivals those of the first catalytic antibodies. To assess whether the activity of S-824 is representative of other proteins in binary patterned libraries, we measured the esterase activity of six additional proteins from two libraries. These libraries were 'naïve' in that they were neither designed to bind substrate, nor subjected to high throughput screens for activity. All six of the additional proteins displayed esterase activity significantly above background. These findings demonstrate that novel proteins with enzyme-like properties are surprisingly common in focused libraries designed by binary patterning. Moreover, the activity of these unselected proteins provides a reference state for the levels of activity that have been obtained by selection and/or computational design.